Abstract: This paper presents the convolution for the offset linear canonical transform (OLCT) with the Gaussian weight and its applications. The product theorem is also studied. In applications, some ways to design the filters in the OLCT domain as well as the multiplicative filter and the Gaussian filter are introduced.
Introduction
The inverse OLCT expression is given by When the angle 2    , the FRFT becomes the Fourier Transform (FT) (see [4] ). In this paper, we will use the Fourier Transform and its inverse defined by
, the classic Fourier convolution operation in the time domain is defined as
It is easy to see that
• We also have the Young's inequality (see [5] 
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Now we will exemplify some basic properties of A (see [6] 
• Modulation:
• 
• A is a linear, continuous and one-to-one map from the Schwartz space onto (whose inverse is obviously also continuous). Let • (Riemann-Lebesgue type lemma for the OLCT). If , and its applications. The paper is divided into two sections and organized as follows. In the next section, we provide the convolution for the OLCT with the Gaussian weight function and study its product theorem. Some special cases of this convolution are also deduced. 
It easily seen that if 
Proof. Based on classic Fourier convolution (1.7), the convolution (2.1) can be expressed as , the realization method is given by Fig.3 .
Therefore, when the OLCT becomes the LCT or the FRFT, it is easy to implement in the designing of multiplicative filters through the product in the OLCT domain (see [2] ). 
